We are a technology recruitment partner focused on search
and selection of IT experts internationally. Currently, we are
looking for an accomplished experts for the role of Data
Scientist. We offer a rewarding and exciting professional
experience and opportunity to develop your career in a highly
competitive international environment.

Data Scientist / Senior Data Scientist
Location: Warsaw, Poland
What’s waiting for you:
We are looking for an exceptional data scientist to join a newly formed Analytics COE team and help discover the
information hidden in vast amounts of data, structured and unstructured, to enable smarter decisions and
better products to all Company’s consumers and customers worldwide.
You should be passionate about finding insights in large data sets, synthesizing results, communicating results
and driving practical business impact.
Collaborate with cross-functional global business partners in Marketing, Category Development, Sales,
Corporate Finance and Supply.
Work alongside our business data analysts in markets to identify business issues and structure problems.
The ideal candidate should have right mix of technical competencies and business fluency.

Functional and technical competencies:
M.Sc. or PhD in Computer Science, Statistics, Mathematics
Min. 3 years of industry experience in handling structured and unstructured data, with a proven track record of
leveraging data and sciences to drive business impact.
Experience in data science capacity within complex business environment, including data mining, machine
learning and predictive modelling, time series analysis
Experience working with large datasets using various data wrangling and visualization tools.
Proficiency in at least one of common data science toolkits such as Sklearn, TensorFlow, Keras, OS API’s, MS
Cognitive, AWS SageMaker.
Strong Programming skills in the following Languages: R or Python and SQL,
Nice to have experience with Big Data architectures and knowledge on Hadoop, Spark, Hive etc.
Ability to profile and visualize big data

Business experiences:
Clearly articulate business issues and propose practical solutions to business decision makers
Proven track record of taking initiative and implementing innovative solutions
Model and frame business scenarios that are meaningful and which impact critical business processes/decisions
Develop good working knowledge of available technology capabilities and how and where to deploy them
Lead data discovery process with key stakeholders to identify business requirements and expected outcomes
.

Offer:
Challenging and innovative global projects.
Fresh fruits every day.
Flexible work hours.
Competitive salary.
Interested candidates should send their resume (CV) to
Konrad.witek@itpuzzle.com.pl
with „Data Scientist” in the subject line.

